
THE PROFESSIONALS CHOICE

Washing preparation supplied directly from the main warehouse

Foam washing, disinfecting and rinsing in one appliance

Operator panel control

Concentration selection by the supervisor (valve can be sealed)

Automatic flushing of the terminal

Intuitive operation

Safety

SECURA III
STATIONARY TERMINAL



WATER DISCHARGE DURING RINSING 25 - 40 litres/min.
WATER DISCHARGE DURING FOAMING 8 - 10 litres/min.
MAXIMUM WATER TEMPERATURE  60ºC
WATER PRESSURE 18 - 25 bars
AIR FLOW 200 litres /min
MAXIMUM AIR PRESSURE 8 bars
NOMINAL AIR PRESSURE 5 bars
CHEM. AGENT CONCENTRATION ADJUSTMENT RANGE 0 – 8%
DIMENSIONS 500 x 450 x 170 mm
WEIGHT 19,50 kg

The Secura III Stationary Terminal is designed to supply via a pipeline concentrated 
washing preparations from the main warehouse. You can select the following 
functions: rinsing with water, active foam washing and disinfection. Functions 
are selected on the operator panel by pressing the appropriate button. Modern 
design compact housing made entirely of acid resistant stainless steel and easy 
operation and maintenance ensure long service life. Washing and disinfecting 
preparation is supplied in a form of a concentrate to the terminal via pipeline. The 
concentrate is pumped after selecting an appropriate function on the operator 
panel. Pumping switchboard controls the supply of the washing and disinfecting 
preparation. The appropriate dose of the preparation is dispensed by so called 
injector fitted with a special dispensing valve. Water under pressure of 16 to 25 
bars is fed to a satellite unit from the KS-type pumping station, and compressed 
air is supplied from tthe customer’s system. A special design of the internal 
fixtures causes the washing preparation intake system to flush each time the 
function on the panel is changed, which ensures the proper operation of the 
injector. The system controlling the modification of the operation mode prevents 
the operator error, i.e. mixing two different washing preparations.

Available accessories of the Secura III terminal:

220 mm foam lance

220 mm water lance

25m hose with lance connection

Hanger for hose and lances

Automatic hose reel

UNIT SPECIFICATION:
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